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We deliver end-to-end transformation, from strategy to execution and optimisation.
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Journey to Cloud





We bring unique expertise, frameworks and methodologies to accelerate and scale your migration to the cloud.
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 CAFFE: Cloud Adoption Framework for Enterprise
Leverage Reply’s CAFFE framework to optimise your Cloud adoption
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 Design, implement & evolve your Cloud Centre of Excellence
Reply can assemble a team of Cloud specialists to meet you and your team for a CCoE discovery workshop.
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 Define and implement your multicloud strategy
Reply supports the design of architectures and technology solutions tailored to the evolution of the cloud posture in a multicloud perspective.
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 Cloud migration without downtime thanks to a hybrid architecture
 
Case Study

 
 cloud journey
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 Global bank cloud migration programme
 
Case Study

 
How we set up the framework for the bank’s rapid and game-changing move to public cloud, while also establishing new ways of working and new architectural and security principles.
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 Optimising and accelerating the migration to the Cloud
 
Case Study

 
We were sought to deliver a thorough review of Domestic & General’s cloud operating model, employing the Airwalk Cloud Operating Model Framework, assessing its journey to date across governance, risk, security, architecture, tooling, skills and people.
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 The evolution of cloud adoption in Financial Services
 
Research

 
This report offers a comprehensive view of the dynamic cloud adoption landscape in the financial services sector, focusing on key aspects such as cloud strategy, governance, regulation, and data.
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 Automatic updates and business continuity with Oracle ERP Cloud
 
Case Study

 
 Oracle cloud journey
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 Independent Software Vendors in transition
 
White Paper

 
 cloud journey
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 Managing resilience and scalability in a multicloud environment
 
Case Study

 
 Azure cloud journey
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 Enhancing Cloud Services of an Oil & Gas company
 
Case Study

 
A program for a multinational Oil & Gas company, based on defining a new Cloud Operating Model, to improve key elements from the customer’s existing Cloud Platform.
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Technology





We work to ensure that technology is a genuine strategic enabler for organisations' business and customer objectives.
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Cloud Native Architecture





Cloud Architecture design represents a cost-effective way of ensuring your design approach is delivering what you need to optimise your infrastructure.
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Cloud Automation





Through automation you can accelerate release cycles, improved quality, consistency and security of the delivery.
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Observability





Obtain full visibility into the state of systems by allowing performance problems and potential outages to be identified as early as the development phase.
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Security & Compliance





By leveraging modern development approaches you can ensure that all security, compliance and regulatory commitments are enshrined in the processes and tooling.
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 Improve the sustainability of your data centers and cloud services
 
Best Practice
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 Storm Innovator
 
Product & Accelerator
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 Audi Cloud Service brings security and flexibility into harmony
 
Case Study

 
 Technology Strategy
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 Navigating Sovereign Clouds
 
Best Practice

 
 Technology Strategy
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 Local data centers for global management of customer data
 
Case Study

 
 Technology Strategy
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 Sovereign Cloud use in the credit insurance sector
 
Case Study

 
Vendor lock and provider dependency are now a thing of the past for a major credit insurer thanks to Reply's support.
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 Unleashing the full potential of RPA with cloud computing
 
White Paper

 
Cloud services not only make it possible to optimize the flexibility, scalability, and cost efficiency of Robotic Process Automation. They also open up completely new application opportunities. Our whitepaper shows how that works.
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 From On-Premises to the Cloud with CAFFE
 
Case Study

 
 Technology Strategy
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Transform your organisation with XOps





XOps is a combination of cultural change, collaborative processes and modern tooling that bridges any existing gaps within your organisation which may be stifling collaboration and slowing down delivery.
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 Redefining IT system integration with an API-first approach
 
Case Study

 
 xOps
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 Cloud Governance: Focus on FinOps
 
Research

 
An overview and mapping of relevant trends related to the Cloud Governance.
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 GitOps for complex microservices
 
Case Study

 
By replacing the CD pipelines with Kubernetes proprietary GitOps tools, Liquid Reply has successfully reduced the overall complexity in the client's IT. Visibility and confidence in deployment grew, as did the confidence in the internal IT.
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 FinOps for the multi-cloud
 
Case Study

 
Liquid Reply optimises IT costs with the cloud in a container-based architecture.
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 Automation & DevOps
 
Case Study

 
 xOps
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 Cloud Command Center
 
Best Practice

 
The Control Center for state-of-the-art management of multi-cloud environments.
 
                  
           DevOps Quality Engineering
 
Case Study

 
Valorem Reply’s quality engineering team has helped to ensure seamless digital transformation for the customers adopting cloud platforms with proactive identification of functional, API, and security issues and test effort cost reduction.
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 Optimise cloud costs with FinOps
 
Best Practice

 
Liquid Reply offers tried-and-tested expert knowledge.
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App Modernization





Improve the functionality and performance of existing business applications through innovation.
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 The journey towards an effective modernization strategy
 Article

 
Strategies, challenges, and AI-powered solutions for a seamless transition to modernized applications.
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 Monte Titoli: advanced analytics & Machine Learning on AWS
 
Case Study

 
Storm Reply and Data Reply supported Monte Titoli to define and develop the adoption strategy of Cloud architectures, governance of resources and Machine Learning models.
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 RIO: Digital Fleet Management
 
Case Study

 
 Cloud Computing AWS App Modernization Automotive AWS Automotive
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 Transforming customer data into knowledge and insight
 
Case Study

 
 AWS App Modernization
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 Boosting users' adoption of Dynamics 365 at Bekaert
 
Case Study

 
When implementing or migrating to Microsoft Dynamics 365, adoption and employee behavioural changes are key to success. Business Element’s mission at Bekaert is to ensure the successful consolidation of Microsoft Dynamics 365 in the cloud for more than 400 users around the world.
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 Exom Trials
 
Case Study

 
 AWS App Modernization
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 Hörmann Group: 10 Day Cloud Onboarding
 
Case Study

 
 App Modernization Cloud Computing AWS
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 Edison’s Journey to the Cloud
 
Case Study

 
Storm Reply, an AWS Premier Consulting Partner with well-established migration and transformation methods amassed through years of experience, supported Edison ICT to design and implement an entirely new Virtual Data Center, leveraging the powerful Amazon Web Services.
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Where you can find us












             


AWS Summit 2024
Event

Reply is participating in the AWS Summit 2024 in Paris, London, Berlin, and Milan to present its skills and solutions based on the AWS Cloud.
 
                   
            


Oracle CloudWorld Tour 2024
Event

Reply participates in Oracle CloudWorld Tour London and Milan to showcase its expertise on Oracle solutions and technology innovations that drive business transformation.
 London & Milan


                   
             18 - 21
September 2023
  


Oracle CloudWorld 2023
Reply participates in Oracle CloudWorld, the leading event for Oracle customers and partners from 18-21 September.
 Las Vegas


                   
             24 - 28
April 2023
  


DevOpsCon 2023 London with Liquid Reply
Hybrid event

Liquid Reply is represented at DevOpsCon 2023 in London with their presentation “Oh keptn, my keptn - Application Life-Cycle Orchestration” on 25 April 2023. The experts explain how Keptn brings together observability and SLO driven delivery.
 London & Online
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Want to know more about this topic?
 Ask Rose
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